Disney Direct to Consumer Platform
Feature-Length High-Budget Subscription
Video on Demand Program to be
Distributed by Walt Disney Studios Motion Pictures
For a production shooting later this year

No Acting Experience Required!
SEEKING PEOPLE TO PLAY THE FOLLOWING CHARACTERS:
[GIANNIS AT 15 - 18 YEARS OLD] Actor to play a character seen in his mid-teens, Black Nigerian who
grew up in Greece, Giannis is strong and tall (*seeking actors 6’3” and taller), and his athleticism is about
to explode. He lives with his family in a quiet, hidden corner of Greece, but will soon emerge upon the
world stage. He has spent his life in the shadow of his older, taller brother Thanasis, but they are about
to switch places. Under pressure from his coaches to be more nimble, and more quick, Giannis
absolutely masters the craft of basketball, and soon becomes so quick that an impossible dream appears
to be within his desperate grasp: joining the elite members of this year's NBA draft pick...LEAD
[GIANNIS AT 13 - 15 YEARS OLD] Actor to play a character seen in his early teens, Black Nigerian who
grew up in Greece, all heart and happy-go-lucky, tall (*seeking actors 5’11” and taller), Giannis is the
younger brother of Thanasis, and he stands in his brother's (literally) long shadow. Shorter and not as
obviously gifted as Thanasis, Giannis has not yet reached his maturity, and he works extra hard at
basketball – always remaining two long steps behind his big brother. Giannis is not afraid of hard work,
and he pushes and pushes his body to master the craft of basketball -- until one magic day, something
clicks and Giannis morphs from a skinny, inexperienced young boy to an "AWESOME" young man...LEAD

PLEASE VISIT THE LINK BELOW FOR MORE INFORMATION AND TO
SUBMIT YOUR AUDITION:

https://www.castittalent.com/Greek_Freak

OPEN TO ALL LEVELS OF ACTING EXPERIENCE

